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History! 
Ape to 

Man 
Movie

1856 Johann Carl Fuhlrott In 1856, workers in a lime quarry at 
Feldhoffer Cave in a canyon called Neanderthal showed 
Fulrhott bones, which he identified.
1890 Eugene Dubois, Homo erectus, Java
1912 Arthur Smith Woodward, Charles Dawson Piltdown 
announced. Piltdown is exposed in July of 1953 at an 
international congress of paleontologists, under the auspices of 
the Wenner-Gren Foundation, in London.
1924 Raymond Dart Taung child found by quarryman working 
for the Northern Lime Company in Taung, South Africa. 
Published in 1925 by Raymond Dart in Nature as 
Australopithecus africanus.
1959 Mary, Louis Leakey Discovery and subsequent naming of 
Zinjanthropus boisei.
1964 Louis Leakey, Philip Tobias, John R. Napier publish 
Homo habilis. Leakey, L.S.B., Tobias, P.V. & Napier, J.R. 
1964. A new species of the genus Homo from Olduvai Gorge. 
Nature 202(4927): 7-9. [4 Apr 1964]
1974 Donald Johanson, Tom Gray Donald Johanson announces 
discovery of "Lucy," AL-288-1, from Hadar, Ethiopia
1997 Krings M., Stone A., Schmitz R.W., Krainitzki H., 
Stoneking M., and Pääbo S First neanderthal DNA study 
published.
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202(4927): 7-9. [4 Apr 1964]
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1997 Krings M., Stone A., Schmitz R.W., Krainitzki H., Stoneking M., and Pääbo S First neanderthal DNA study published.

http://www.fossilized.org/Human_paleontology/_sites_expanded.php?primy_key=85


§ Primate evolution
slidewords*The variety of primates today is the result of millions of years of primate evolution. The different lineages represented by great apes, lesser apes, 
Old World monkeys, New World monkeys, and prosimians reflect divergences in primate evolution. For example, New World monkeys split off around 35 
mya, and Old World monkeys diverged approximately 25 mya. The lineage leading to modern humans, however, diverged from the chimpanzee lineage 
much more recently, somewhere between 5 and 7 mya.



§ mammal evolutionary tree
slidewords*



§ Primates in the Cenozoic
slidewords* Paleocene, Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene, Pliocene, Pleistocene



§ Paleocene mammals
slidewords*



Eocene/Oligocene
55-25 Ma

Modern mammal 
families emerge

§ animals from about 40 million years ago
slidewords* Eocene/Oligocene
55-25 Ma

Modern mammal families emerge



§ Eocene
slidewords*Primate evolution began with primitive primates in the Eocene, setting the stage for the origin of all hominoids. Euprimates of the Eocene had the basic characteristics of living primates, such as convergent eye orbits and grasping digits. In the 
last 20,000,000 years, primates diversified in appearance and behavior. These changes included the shift, for some, from life in the trees to life on the ground, and eventually the beginning of bipedality in the late Miocene. (Based on Fleagle, J. G. Primate 
Adaptation and Evolution, 2nd ed. 1999. Academic Press.)

Scenes from the late Eocene in the Paris Basin. Top: The diurnal Adapsis is feeding on leaves. 



§ Oligocene monkeys
slidewords*Primate evolution began with primitive primates in the Eocene, setting the stage for the origin of all hominoids. Euprimates of the Eocene had the basic characteristics of living primates, such as convergent eye orbits and grasping digits. In the 
last 20,000,000 years, primates diversified in appearance and behavior. These changes included the shift, for some, from life in the trees to life on the ground, and eventually the beginning of bipedality in the late Miocene. (Based on Fleagle, J. G. Primate 
Adaptation and Evolution, 2nd ed. 1999. Academic Press.)

Scene from the early Oligocene of the Fayum, Egypt. These anthropoid ancestors include Aegyptopithecus, Propliopithecus, and Apidium. These primates were adept arborealists, using their hands and feet for climbing and feeding.



26 Million Years Old

§ Bolivia map
slidewords*  earliest New World Primate: 26 Million Years Old



§ Earliest New World Monkey teeth
slidewords*In the dental remains of this first definitive platyrrhine, the low, rounded cusps of its molars suggest that Branisella was frugivorous.

Courtesy of M. Takai



~44 Ma

§ ~44 Ma
slidewords*Many researchers believe the ancestors of New World monkeys originated in North America. Others believe they originated in Africa and then 
migrated to South America. Since Africa and South America separated in the Mesozoic, how would ancestors in Africa have reached South America?
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§ ~44 Ma
slidewords*Many researchers believe the ancestors of New World monkeys originated in North America. Others believe they originated in Africa and then 
migrated to South America. Since Africa and South America separated in the Mesozoic, how would ancestors in Africa have reached South America?



New World monkeys

§ Monkey and ape evolutionary tree
slidewords*This phylogeny represents catarrhine evolution. The circled numbers represent the estimated times of divergence. Old World monkeys and hominoids share a common ancestor; however, approximately 25 mya, Old World monkeys and 
hominoids split, each creating a separate evolutionary lineage. This last common ancestor, though, has not been discovered. Within the hominoid lineage, branching has occurred many times, including the branch leading to the lesser apes, around 18 mya, and 
most recently the branch leading to humans, approximately 6 mya. The Old World monkey lineage has also branched several times, most notably when colobines and cercopithecines split, approximately 14 mya.

Caro-Beth Stewart and Todd R. Disotell, figure reprinted from Current Biology, Vol. 8, No. 16, “Primate Evolution—In and Out of Africa,” pp. 582–588, copyright © 1998, with permission from Elsevier.



Old World Monkeys

§ Old world monkeys
slidewords*Like their living counterparts, fossil Theropithecus species were likely terrestrial quadrupeds, as their front and hind limbs were of similar length; however, the fossil species were substantially larger than the living gelada baboons. 

© Mauricio Anton



§ Theropithecus skeleton
slidewords*Of the same genus as living gelada baboons, fossil Theropithecus species have been found in many areas of Africa. Theropithecus was folivorous, as reflected in the high, shearing crests of its molars, an unusual trait in cercopithecines.



§ Theropithecus
slidewords*This artist’s reconstruction shows the resemblance between the fossil species and modern baboons.

© Martin Thompson



§ Brachiation in later apes
slidewords*The body plan of primitive, Miocene apes (left) differs from that of modern great apes (right). The Miocene apes had a more monkeylike body, with smaller hands, a more restricted hip joint, and a more flexible spine. The great apes have 
highly mobile shoulder joints and fully extendable elbow joints, enabling them to brachiate, or swing from branch to branch; the Miocene apes, by contrast, probably were arboreal quadrupeds, not needing the great mobility in their shoulders and their wrists. 
For the purposes of comparison, this Miocene ape, Proconsul, and this great ape, the modern gibbon, have been drawn the same size. In reality, Proconsul was about half the size of a gibbon.



Miocene
Modern groups recognizable

Apes
25-5 Ma

§Miocene animals
slidewords* Miocene
Modern groups recognizable
Apes
25-5 Ma



Y-5 PATTERN
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§Y-5 PATTERN
slidewords* Y-5 PATTERN
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§ Earliest apes in Africa in Early Miocene
slidewords* Earliest apes in Africa in Early Miocene



Proconsul

•Numerous species in Africa

•Ape Y-5 molar pattern
•Monkey-like limb proportions 
•Ischial tubersity
•No tail
•Not a knuckle-walker
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§ Proconsul
slidewords* •Numerous species in Africa

•Ape Y-5 molar pattern
•Monkey-like limb proportions 
•Ischial tubersity
•No tail
•Not a knuckle-walker



§
slidewords*An artist’s reconstruction illustrates Proconsul’s rainforest habitat and arboreal nature.

“Proconsul heseloni Habitation” © 1992 Jay H. Matternes
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§Sivapithecus

Orang. ancestor

Numerous sites in Asia
slidewords* Sivapithecus

Orang. ancestor

Numerous sites in Asia



New World monkeys

§ Sivapithecus in Ape evolutionary diagram
slidewords*This phylogeny represents catarrhine evolution. The circled numbers represent the estimated times of divergence. Old World monkeys and hominoids share a common ancestor; however, approximately 25 mya, Old World monkeys and 
hominoids split, each creating a separate evolutionary lineage. This last common ancestor, though, has not been discovered. Within the hominoid lineage, branching has occurred many times, including the branch leading to the lesser apes, around 18 mya, and 
most recently the branch leading to humans, approximately 6 mya. The Old World monkey lineage has also branched several times, most notably when colobines and cercopithecines split, approximately 14 mya.

Caro-Beth Stewart and Todd R. Disotell, figure reprinted from Current Biology, Vol. 8, No. 16, “Primate Evolution—In and Out of Africa,” pp. 582–588, copyright © 1998, with permission from Elsevier.



Sivapithecus
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§ Sivapithecus
slidewords* Sivapithecus
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§ African-like apes in the Miocene
slidewords* Western Eurasia: African-like apes in the Miocene



New World monkeys

§ apes within anthropoid evolutionary diagram
slidewords*This phylogeny represents catarrhine evolution. The circled numbers represent the estimated times of divergence. Old World monkeys and hominoids share a common ancestor; however, approximately 25 mya, Old World monkeys and 
hominoids split, each creating a separate evolutionary lineage. This last common ancestor, though, has not been discovered. Within the hominoid lineage, branching has occurred many times, including the branch leading to the lesser apes, around 18 mya, and 
most recently the branch leading to humans, approximately 6 mya. The Old World monkey lineage has also branched several times, most notably when colobines and cercopithecines split, approximately 14 mya.

Caro-Beth Stewart and Todd R. Disotell, figure reprinted from Current Biology, Vol. 8, No. 16, “Primate Evolution—In and Out of Africa,” pp. 582–588, copyright © 1998, with permission from Elsevier.
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Dryopithecus

§Dryopithecus jaw and chimp jaw
slidewords*Dryopithecus
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§ Gorilla-like fossil from Ethiopia
slidewords*  Gorilla-like fossil from Ethiopia



New World monkeys

§ Ape and Old World monkey evolutionary tree
slidewords*This phylogeny represents catarrhine evolution. The circled numbers represent the estimated times of divergence. Old World monkeys and hominoids share a common ancestor; however, approximately 25 mya, Old World monkeys and 
hominoids split, each creating a separate evolutionary lineage. This last common ancestor, though, has not been discovered. Within the hominoid lineage, branching has occurred many times, including the branch leading to the lesser apes, around 18 mya, and 
most recently the branch leading to humans, approximately 6 mya. The Old World monkey lineage has also branched several times, most notably when colobines and cercopithecines split, approximately 14 mya.

Caro-Beth Stewart and Todd R. Disotell, figure reprinted from Current Biology, Vol. 8, No. 16, “Primate Evolution—In and Out of Africa,” pp. 582–588, copyright © 1998, with permission from Elsevier.
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§
slidewords*GIGANTOPITHECUS
Lived until about 200,000 years ago.
Coexisted with advanced Homo
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§ Miocene apes
slidewords*



Pliocene-Pleistocene
5 Ma to present

§animals of the Pliocene
slidewords*Pliocene-Pleistocene
5 Ma to present
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§ Ape (including humans) skeletons
slidewords*



§ Chimp with little hair
slidewords*



Supported and financed by the Bolshevik government, Ivanov set off for Africa to catch some chimpanzees and orangutans 
and, he hoped, to use one to artificially inseminate a human woman.

“If he crossed an ape and a human and produced viable offspring then that would mean Darwin was right about how closely 
related we are,” says Etkind.

Originally, Ivanov wanted to force the procedure on an unsuspecting woman. Eventually, he had to seek volunteers.

According to Pain, Russia’s scientists disapproved of Ivanov’s quest. But party politics persevered.

Ivanov’s quest for hybridization was not without precedent. Using his mastery of artificial insemination, he had “produced a 
zeedonk (zebra-donkey hybrid), a zubron (European bison-cow cross) and various combinations of rats, mice, guinea pigs and 
rabbits. In 1910, he told a gathering of zoologists that it might even be possible to create hybrids between humans and their 
closest relatives.”

Though the guise of overturning religion was the argument that earned approval for Ivanov’s ethically-dubious research, Pain 
suggests that the real reason compelling the work may have been even darker.

There is a third possible motive – that Ivanov’s research was part of an ambitious plan to transform society. The high-ranking 
Bolsheviks who backed Ivanov were intellectuals who saw science as a means of realising their dream of a socialist utopia. 
“Politicians could change the political system, nationalise industries and turn farms into vast collectives – but the task of 
transforming people was entrusted to scientists,” says Etkind. “The aim was to match people to the socialist design of Soviet 
society.”

“One way to do that was through “positive eugenics”, using AI to speed up the spread of desirable traits – a willingness to 
live and work communally, for instance – and to get rid of “primitive” traits such as competitiveness, greed and the desire to 
own property. “There were many projects aimed at changing humanity,” Etkind says. “Ivanov’s was the most extreme but if he 
succeeded then that would show that humans could be changed in radical and creative ways.”

Unfortunately for Ivanov, none of his experiments ever worked. And in the mid-1930s, he was “exiled to Kazakhstan,” with 
the quest for a human-ape hybrid left unfinished.

Read more: http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/the-russian-government-once-funded-a-scientists-quest-to-make-an-
ape-human-hybrid-5043859/
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§ Ranges of African Apes
slidewords* Ranges of African Apes
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Pelvis & Femur

§Ape and human pelvis
slidewords*
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§Ape and human femur angles
slidewords*
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§ Ae and human sacrums
slidewords*
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§Ape and human femurs
slidewords*
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Foot

§
slidewords*



§Ape and human feet
slidewords*
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Vertebral column

§Ape and human back
slidewords*
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Arm and hand

§ Ape and human arms
slidewords*



§ chimp and human hands
slidewords*
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§ chimp and human scapula
slidewords*
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§ Chimp and human teeth and skull
slidewords*
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§ chimp and human lower jaw
slidewords*
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§ chimp and human upper jaw
slidewords*
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§ chimp and human brain
slidewords*



~5-8 Ma
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§ evolutionary tree of apes
slidewords* 5-8 Ma is the split
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§ hominid
slidewords* Animalia

Chordata
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§picutre of apes walking on two legs
slidewords* 
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§ pevis and leg of chimp and hominid
slidewords*Chimpanze vs. Australopithecus
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§ evidence for very early bipedality
slidewords*



Carrying

§Carrying
slidewords* Carrying
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§ Seed eating and nut gathering
slidewords* Feeding from high in bushes



Thermoregulation

§ Thermoregulation
slidewords* Thermoregulation
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§Visual surveillance
slidewords*Visual surveillance
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§Long Distance walking
slidewords*Long Distance walking



Provisioning

§Provisioning
slidewords*Provisioning
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§ origins of bipeds out of focus
slidewords*


